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ABSTRACT
The performance of Internet services is intrinsically tiedto
propagation delays between end points (i.e., network latency).
Standard active probe-based or passive host-based methods
for measuring end-to-end latency are difficult to deploy at
scale and typically offer limited precision and accuracy. In
this paper, we investigate a novel but non-obvious source
of latency measurement—logs from network time protocol
(NTP) servers. Using NTP-derived data for studying latency
is compelling due to NTP’s pervasive use in the Internet
and its inherent focus on accurate end-to-end delay estima-
tion. We consider the efficacy of an NTP-based approach
for studying propagation delays by analyzing logs collected
from 10 NTP servers distributed across the United States.
These logs include over 73M latency measurements to 7.4M
worldwide clients (as indicated by unique IP addresses) col-
lected over the period of one day. Our initial analysis of the
general characteristics of propagation delays derived from
the log data reveals that delay measurements from NTP must
be carefully filtered in order to extract accurate results. We
develop a filtering process that removes measurements that
are likely to be inaccurate. After applying our filter to NTP
measurements, we report on the scope and reach for US-
based clients and the characteristics of the end-to-end la-
tency for those clients.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.2.2 [Network Pro-
tocols]: Applications; C.2.3 [Network Operations]: Network
monitoring

Keywords: NTP; Internet latency; Measurement

1. INTRODUCTION
Empirical measurement of the Internet informs the develop-
ment and configuration of systems, protocols and services.
One of the most fundamental characteristics that can be
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measured is the time taken for a packet to traverse one or
more links between a sender and receiver, referred to asde-
lay or latency. As link bandwidths have increased over the
past decades, application performance has become more and
more dominated by effects of end-to-end latencies [1]. As a
result, understanding Internet’s latency characteristics is in-
creasingly important.

Developing a broad understanding of the latency character-
istics is extremely challenging due to the Internet’s scaleand
dynamics. Although the dominating contributor to latency
in the wide area Internet ispropagation delay, which is es-
sentially static, queuing delays, node processing delays,and
routing changes each affect observed latency and complicate
analysis. Moreover, because of the vast and distributed na-
ture of the Internet, empirical studies typically rely on probe-
based methods for measuring one-way or round-trip laten-
cies [2–4], making it difficult or impossible to identify spe-
cific contributing factors to overall latency.

Although there have been several efforts to deploy systems
for continuous collection of Internet path latencies [5–7],
such systems operate from a limited set of nodes from which
probes are emitted and the measurements are inherently tied
to the management policies of service providers. Accurate
one-way measurements of latency are further complicated
by the need for careful clock synchronization [8]. As a re-
sult, comprehensively characterizing latency has remained
elusive. These limitations have prompted researchers to in-
vestigate crafty methods for measuring delays between two
arbitrary hosts [4] and to develop techniques toinfer laten-
cies between arbitrary hosts via Internet coordinate and em-
bedding systems [9–12].

In this paper, we propose using a previously untapped
source of measurement data—the Network Time Protocol
(NTP)—to improve our understanding of latency through-
out the Internet. Our arguments for using NTP begin with
the fact that it is used by clients throughout the Internet.
To further illustrate scale, there are nearly 4,000 serversin
the ntp.org server pool alone [13], and primary servers
receive about 10,000 requests per second and nearly 1B re-
quests per day [14]. Next, is the fact that the delay estimation
is inherent in the NTP protocol: logs contain timestamps
that specify when requests to servers were sent and when



the requests are received, (among other information), which
provides a direct measurement of one-way latency. Finally,
if NTP can be used, it would eliminate the need to manage
and maintain dedicated latency measurement infrastructure
and associated probe traffic. Our long-term goal is to better
understand the dynamic nature of the Internet through com-
prehensive characterization of Internet latency based on anal-
ysis of protocol messages exchanged between NTP servers
and clients and to leverage this information for operational
decision making,e.g., in traffic engineering. To the best of
our knowledge, our study is the first to consider NTP proto-
col and log data for examining Internet latency.

We consider the efficacy of using NTP to understand la-
tency by examining logs collected from 10 servers in the
United States, including 3 primary (stratum-1) servers and7
secondary (stratum-2) servers. Three of the servers provide
NTP synchronization over IPv6, and one serves clients over
IPv4 (one server is dual-stack). Overall, our raw log data in-
clude 73,837,719 latency measurements to 7,369,029 unique
clients worldwide (as indicated by unique IP addresses) col-
lected over the period of one day.

We develop and evaluate a filtering process designed to
eliminate invalid and inaccurate latency samples from the
raw log files. Our approach first attempts to detect whether
an NTP client is well-synchronized with a server through
analysis of the observed time differences between consecu-
tive requests from a given client. For example, based on the
NTP algorithms, if we observe a shift to a slower polling
frequency, we infer that a client has synchronized with the
server [15]. Surprisingly, we find that many clients poll at
constant intervals and to these clients we apply a general fil-
ter to eliminate any clients with relatively high variability in
latency measurements. From these filtered data, we focus
on the minimum observed delay between a given client and
server.

Our analysis reveals a wide range of observed latencies
across all servers. For example, around 99% of US-based
clients have latencies less than 100 milliseconds to the server
with which they synchronize, compared to an earlier survey
from 1999 which showed that 90% of clients had latencies
below 100 milliseconds to their server [16]. We also observe
a highly diverse client-base from a geographic perspective,
especially for the secondary (stratum-2) servers. This diver-
sity is much less pronounced for primary (stratum-1) servers
because they are more tightly controlled, and for IPv6-based
servers since they generally have a smaller set of clients they
serve.

In summary, there are three contributions of this work.
First, we identify and shed light on the use of NTP server log
data for comprehensive analysis of Internet latency. Second,
we develop an approach for filtering invalid latency measure-
ments that leverages NTP’s synchronization algorithm and
analyze latency measurements derived from logs of 10 US-
based NTP servers. The third and final contribution of the
paper is a preliminary analysis of Internet’s latency charac-

ters which shows that around 99% of observed minimum la-
tency values between US-based clients and servers are less
than 100 milliseconds, and clients are geographically well
distributed and diverse.

2. OVERVIEW OF NTP
Maintaining a consistent notion of time among computer sys-
tems with independently running clocks is an interesting and
old problem in computer networking and distributed systems.
The most widely used protocol in the Internet for time syn-
chronization is the Network Time Protocol (NTP). It is also
one of the oldest networking protocols, having been initially
established in RFC 958 in 1985 [17] based on the earlier
Time Protocol [18] and ICMP timestamp [19] mechanisms
and the even older Internet Clock Service from 1981 [20].
Early versions of NTP provided clock synchronization on
the order of 10s to 100s of milliseconds, which considering
network link bandwidths and processor clock speeds of com-
puters at the time is quite an achievement.

NTP version 4 is the current recommended standard [21]
and is largely backward compatible with prior versions of
the protocol. NTP uses a hierarchical organization of servers
and time sources. At the top-level, referred to as stratum
0, are high-precision time sources such as atomic clocks
and GPS-based receivers. Servers connected to these high-
quality sources are referred to as stratum 1 orprimary
servers. Stratum 2 orsecondary servers connect to stratum
1 servers,etc., all the way down to stratum 15. Servers may
also peer with each other in order to provide redundancy at
a given stratum. NTP clients may connect to servers at any
level, but typically only connect to secondary servers and
higher.

Commodity operating systems often ship with a default
NTP server (or set of servers) configured (e.g., time.
windows.com, time.apple.com, 0.pool.ntp.org),
but any host can be reconfigured to use a different server. In
order to compute a high-quality time estimate, it is common
for clients to synchronize with more than one server. In fact,
when clients perform a DNS lookup on one of thentp.org
“pool” servers, the authoritative DNS servers respond with
multiple server IP addresses that are geographically closeto
the requesting client. Thentp.org web site also maintains
lists of stratum 1 and stratum 2 servers that can be manually
configured for use (some servers require permission from the
server operator).

While many details of the protocol and algorithms used in
NTP are beyond the scope of this paper, it is important to un-
derstandsome of the key messages exchanged when clients
poll servers, and when servers poll other servers. Four times-
tamps are generated as a result of a polling round: the time
at which a polling request is sent (t0), the time at which the
request is received at the server (t1), the time at which the
response is sent by the server (t2), and the time at which
the response is received by the client (t3). The round-trip
delay is computed as(t3 − t0)− (t2 − t1), and the one-way
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delay is assumed to be statistically one-half the RTT. Since
our logs are captured at the server, we do not have access
to t3, thus we use the one-way delayt0− t1 as the basis for
our study. Moreover, the logs do not contain information
regarding whether a client’s clock is in “close” synchroniza-
tion with the server. As a result, we developed a filtering
process to identify and remove log entries that are likely to
contain inaccurate latency samples as we discuss in §4.

3. NTP DATA
In this section, we describe characteristics of the data sets
used in our study. We focus on the diversity of the client
base and provide high-level statistics for the 10 differentlog
files.

3.1 NTP Data Collection
To collect the NTP log data used in our study, we con-
tacted several network administrators and explained our
goals. Three administrators responded by providing datasets
from a total of 10 NTP servers, including 4 commercial NTP
servers in Utah, 2 private NTP servers in California, and 4
university campus NTP servers in Wisconsin. To facilitate
network latency analysis, we developed a lightweight tool
(about 700 lines of C code) to process and analyze the NTP
server logs1.

3.2 Basic Statistics
Table1 summarizes the basic statistics from each of the NTP
server logs and some of the key properties of these servers
such as server stratum, IP version supported, number of mea-
surements observed in the log file, number of clients, and
the unique number of countries across which the clients are
distributed. The selection includes 3 stratum-1 servers and
7 stratum-2 servers with a combination of both IPv4 and
IPv6 support. These logs include a total of 73,837,719 la-
tency measurements to 7,369,029 unique worldwide clients,
as indicated by unique IP addresses, collected over a pe-
riod of one day. From these 73.83M latency measurements,
we filtered 48.86M measurements due to malformed head-
ers, packet errors, missing timestamps, negative latency val-
ues, leaving us with about 25M latency measurements which
form the basis of our analysis.

Table1 highlights the fact that these servers provide time
synchronization service to a huge diversity of clients. Nearly
all stratum-2 servers have clients located in tens to hundreds
of different countries. For example, there are clients from
218 unique countries disciplining their clock with the U2
stratum-2 NTP server. Many stratum-1 servers, such as
C1 and W1, only offer access to a restricted set of clients,
thus these servers only provide synchronization to US-based
clients and servers. Although the U1 server operates at
stratum-1, it does not restrict its base of clients. Rather un-
1The tool is an extension ofnetdissect.h andprint-ntp.c available
from https://github.com/the-tcpdump-group/tcpdumpand is
available upon request.

Table 1. Summary of NTP server logs used in this study.
Server Server Server IP Total Invalid Total Total

Location ID Stratum version measurements measurements unique unique
clients countries

Wisconsin

W1 1 v4 13,463 11,439 688 1
W2 2 v4 6,769,429 6,035,742 1,652,615 105
W3 2 v4 1,947,203 1,863,562 310,265 51
W4 2 v4 1,967,262 1,699,014 144,920 89

Utah

U1 1 v4 2,463,041 1,097,816 148,529 186
U2 2 v4 37,719,777 22,946,303 1,755,583 218
U3 2 v6 13,935,717 8,861,346 2,462,419 54
U4 2 v6 8,266 5,138 1,814 2

California
C1 1 v4/v6 13,561 3,640 127 1
C2 2 v4 9,000,000 7,341,591 892,069 169

surprisingly, the client diversity of IPv6-only servers isless
than IPv4 servers.

Figure 1. Client footprint of W3 NTP server.

To further illustrate client diversity, we graphically repre-
sent the distribution of hosts by geolocating the IP addresses
using MaxMind’s IP geolocation service [22]. Figure 1
shows the client footprint of the W3 NTP server (footprints
from other logs had similar reach). This figure highlights the
opportunity for understanding and analyzing latency charac-
teristics across a broad cross-section of the Internet.

4. FILTERING NTP DATA
On initial analysis of the data, we observed that many of
the clients were either(1) apparently starting up and send-
ing a rapid series of requests, followed by a significant slow-
down in polling, or(2) exhibiting a major shift in polling
frequency, likely due to a major client-side clock adjustment
or to a network path change. These observations, along with
other sources,e.g., [23,24] suggest that many of the latency
samples in NTP logs may be skewed and thus not suitable
for latency analysis. Even if we examine only the minimum
latencies across every individual client, there is no guarantee
of accuracy of the measurement sample, since the logs con-
tain no explicit indication of whether a particular client is in
“good” synchronization with a server.

We developed an approach for filtering out inaccurate la-
tency measurements which leverages the fact that the NTP
synchronization algorithm causes a client’s polling interval
to change depending on how well it is synchronized to the
servers. In NTP, this polling behavior is governed by its
clock discipline algorithm [15]. Initially, a client can poll
quite rapidly (e.g., every 2 seconds). The polling rate then
typically decreases as the algorithm indicates that it is in
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good synchronization with a server. Over time, the fre-
quency may increase and/or decrease, depending on network
conditions and local clock drift. The maximum (rapid) and
minimum (infrequent) rates at which a client can poll are
configurable values, and default to 64 sec and 1024 sec, re-
spectively. A client may briefly exceed its maximum polling
rate on startup or during operation, again depending on con-
figuration settings.

We take advantage of these polling behaviors in order to in-
fer the stage at which a client has synchronized with a server.
In our NTP log data, we observe four different variations, as
follows. (1) Monotonically increasing polling values: all the
polling values are increasing and at some point reach a set of
constant values. In this case, we only use those latency sam-
ples corresponding to the most infrequent polling values as
they suggest that a client is in good synchronization with the
server.(2) Monotonically decreasing polling values: polling
rate is initially constant then starts to decrease. Clientsex-
hibiting this behavior do so in reaction to degraded synchro-
nization due to network conditions or local clock drift. Simi-
lar to (1), we only extract latency samples from the constant
polling period, prior to the increase in polling rate.(3) Con-
stant polling values: no variation in polling rate is observed.
In this situation, we have no way to infer the synchroniza-
tion state of a client. While we could assume that a con-
stant polling rate implies good synchronization, this is not
a safe assumption due to the fact that a client may simply
have configured identical minimum and maximum polling
rates (which is apparently not uncommon [14]), or exhibit
a simplistic polling behavior. For this situation we apply
a general filtering approach. First, we eliminate all clients
for which the difference between the maximum and mini-
mum observed latency is greater than a fixed threshold. We
choose 100ms as a threshold since we focus on US-based
clients in this paper. Any clients with latencies beyond this
threshold have either a very bad clock or may use an old im-
plementation of NTP that less correctly (or too slowly) alters
the polling interval. Next, for the remaining clients, we find
the median and standard deviation of the latency values and
remove all those samples that are not within one standard
deviation from the median.(4) Varying (non-monotonic)
polling values. For this situation, we select the longest set
of samples during which polling values increase for a given
client, and remove all other samples. The assumption with
this approach is based on (1), that a period of monotonically
increasing polling intervals implies an improvement in syn-
chronization.

To provide perspective and toward the goal of assessing
the effectiveness of our filtering approach, we sent 10 ICMP
echo requests (using the standardping tool) to 250 US-
based clients from the W3 NTP server. The clients were
selected randomly from a combination of clients whose la-
tency samples were selected as well as rejected by our filter-
ing process. Of these 250 clients, we received ICMP echo
replies from 152 hosts. Figure2 shows scatterplot compar-

isons of the minimum (Left), maximum (Center) and av-
erage (Right) NTP-derived latencies against corresponding
RTT/2 values from the ping measurements. In each plot,
data points accepted by our filtering approach are shown in
green, and rejected data points are shown in red. In the plots,
we first observe that there are no extreme outliers colored
green, which indicates that we correctly filter out inaccurate
samples. Of the accepted data points, 71.3% of the mini-
mum NTP-derived latencies are within 5 milliseconds of the
ping measurements, and 12.5% differ by more than 10 mil-
liseconds. These differences may be due to network changes
that occurred between the time at which our NTP logs were
collected, and the time at which we were able to collect the
active measurements. They may also be due to deficiencies
in the filtering process, and we are currently considering how
to include additional NTP-specific techniques in our filtering
approach. Nonetheless, these results suggest that with ap-
propriate filtering techniques applied, NTP server data can
indeed provide a potentially rich source of accurate latency
measurement data.

5. INTERNET LATENCY
In this section, we provide an analysis of the general char-
acteristics of one-way latency as revealed through NTP log
data.

Latency Characteristics. Figure 3 shows box-and-
whiskers plots for worldwide clientsbefore filtering (top)
and US-onlyafter filtering (bottom) that discipline their
clocks to the 10 NTP servers we consider. The interquar-
tile range with median is shown, along with minimum and
maximum latency values. For the worldwide clients, we first
observe that for the two stratum-1 servers (W1 and C1) that
restrict which clients and servers may synchronize to them,
their interquartile ranges are very tight. Although U1 is also
a stratum-1 server, it does not restrict which hosts may syn-
chronize to it and while the median latency between it and its
clients is relatively low (less than 100 milliseconds), itsin-
terquartile range is quite large. Similarly, with several of the
remaining stratum-2 servers (e.g., W2, U3, U4, C2), their
interquartile ranges are fairly large and the maximum ob-
served latency extends to about 1 second. The U2, U3 and
U4 servers have particularly large interquartile ranges, with
median latencies of 175-300 milliseconds.

When considering only US-based clients (bottom plot of
Figure 3) after filtering the latency distributions substan-
tially shift toward lower values and the interquartile ranges
shrink, and sometimes significantly so. For example, for
the C2 server, the median changes from about 150 millisec-
onds when consideringall clients, to around 30 milliseconds
when only US-based clients are considered, and the 75th per-
centile shrinks from close to 600 milliseconds down to about
45 milliseconds. Similarly, this behavior can be observed in
other stratum-2 servers (e.g., U3, U4).

Latency Distribution. Tables2, 3 and4 show the distri-
bution of minimum, maximum and average latency values
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Figure 2. Comparison of measured minimum (Left), maximum (Center) and average (Right) latencies from NTP packets and ping measurements. Clients
selected and rejected by the filter are denoted in green and red respectively.
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Figure 3. Box-and-whiskers plot showing latencies for clients distributed
worldwide (top) before filtering and US-only (bottom) after filtering.

seen for US-only clients2 (post-filtering). A survey [16] con-
ducted in 1999 by Minaret al. (referenced in [25]) showed
that (i) about 90% of the clients synchronizing their clocks
with NTP servers had latencies below 100ms and about 99%
were within one second, and(ii) stratum-1 servers were bot-
tleneckedi.e., they were serving too many clients and/or
stratum-2 servers. For the servers considered in this study,
and based on a much larger client base, we see somewhat
different characteristics. First, many stratum-1 servers(in-
cluding W1 and C1 in our study) restrict access to certain
clients and stratum-2 servers as a way to ensure that they can
accurately serve all their clients. This is different from what
was observed in the survey. The effect on latencies is very
clear both in the plots of Figure3 and in these tables. For

2Clients can be wired or wireless. Characterizing how the increase in wire-
less clients has changed the latency distribution is part ofthe future work.

example, from the table, the minimum latencies observed
between W1 and C1 and their US-only clients are all below
10 milliseconds, and while some maximum latencies are rel-
atively high, only a small fraction of latencies are above 100
milliseconds.

Interestingly, although the median latencies are similar
(within 10 milliseconds of each other) across servers de-
ployed in a particular location (e.g., across the 4 servers in
Wisconsin, the 4 in Utah, and the 2 in California), the dis-
tributional characteristics vary significantly, depending on
server load, stratum, and IP version supported. For example,
for all the servers in Wisconsin, the majority of their clients
have minimum latencies less than 10 milliseconds, in con-
trast with the Utah servers where the majority of the clients
have minimum latencies between 20 to 30 milliseconds. Ag-
gregating across all NTP servers for minimum, maximum,
and average latency values, only 1%, 2.2% and 1.5% of the
clients have latencies greater than 100ms. This observation
differs significantly from the earlier survey of Minar [16]
in which approximately 10% of clients had latencies above
100ms, and suggests that Internet latencies have improved
since the time of that survey.

Table 2. Number of clients grouped in bins based on minimum latency
values (in milliseconds) across all NTP servers.

Bins (ms) W1 W2 W3 W4 U1 U2 U3 U4 C1 C2
0-10 24 3781 1366 1803 2707 19663 776 3 1 5173
10-20 5 1150 102 492 7775 30629 2296 23 1 4620
20-30 5 702 105 339 15486 56731 4169 60 1 7684
30-40 1 410 53 186 9834 33406 3831 56 6 11074
40-50 0 180 25 65 3975 19343 1406 26 2 6464
50-60 0 113 21 40 1753 12796 584 7 0 2490
60-70 0 86 41 32 1138 10685 228 1 0 1185
70-80 0 57 40 32 849 9673 90 0 0 822
80-90 0 41 42 20 680 9534 72 1 0 543
90-100 0 39 25 16 611 9280 47 0 0 473
>100 1 172 22 65 178 407 55 0 0 156

Client Counts and Locations. While Table1 shows the
number of world-wide unique clients and their locations as
seen by the NTP servers before filtering, we show in Table5
the number of unique US-only clients and their locations af-
ter filtering. From this table, we observe that the client base
for each server is, in general, large and widely distributed.
For example, for the U2 server, around 215K clients make
requests from over 7900 cities across 48 states. Similarly,



Table 3. Number of clients grouped in bins based on maximum latency
values (in milliseconds) across all NTP servers.

Bins (ms) W1 W2 W3 W4 U1 U2 U3 U4 C1 C2
0-10 18 2893 1215 1356 1235 9832 111 3 1 2689
10-20 10 910 134 422 6257 20777 876 15 1 4929
20-30 2 799 121 415 8290 36351 2327 55 1 5351
30-40 2 572 76 299 15767 42964 4125 54 1 10776
40-50 2 387 45 162 5866 28870 3019 36 7 8637
50-60 0 243 36 77 2775 18151 1647 11 0 3760
60-70 0 173 45 52 1516 13394 691 2 0 1661
70-80 1 188 44 50 1232 12109 261 0 0 1079
80-90 0 100 41 42 865 11020 154 1 0 768
90-100 0 75 34 34 833 11237 106 0 0 670
>100 1 391 51 181 350 995 237 0 0 364

Table 4. Number of clients grouped in bins based on average latency
values (in milliseconds) across all NTP servers.

Bins (ms) W1 W2 W3 W4 U1 U2 U3 U4 C1 C2
0-10 20 3133 1267 1490 1766 12245 413 3 1 3992
10-20 9 1118 135 500 6830 24853 1197 19 1 4564
20-30 3 818 118 432 12693 47405 3533 57 1 5575
30-40 1 547 74 237 12675 42141 4318 56 4 12321
40-50 1 297 33 117 4855 23051 2393 31 4 7571
50-60 1 205 27 59 2166 14552 894 9 0 2978
60-70 0 145 40 40 1313 11869 408 1 0 1307
70-80 0 91 40 47 1002 11015 130 0 0 955
80-90 0 65 39 33 739 10199 100 1 0 644
90-100 0 57 30 26 674 10077 60 0 0 525
>100 1 255 39 109 273 842 108 0 0 252

all other stratum-2 servers except W3 and U4 have clients
spread across more than 40 states in the US. Interestingly,
the v6-only U3 stratum-2 server has similar client-base char-
acteristics as other high-traffic v4-only stratum-2 servers.

Table 5. Summary of unique US-only clients and their locations seen in
the NTP logs.

Server ID W1 W2 W3 W4 U1 U2 U3 U4 C1 C2
Unique clients 36 6731 1842 3090 44986 215819 13554 177 11 40684
Unique cities 18 1024 156 580 4677 7968 251 4 5 4531
Unique states 12 47 29 44 48 48 45 4 5 48

6. RELATED WORK
Measuring Internet path latencies has been a target of in-
quiry for decades. One of the earliest studies by Mills [26]
used ICMP echo requests emitted from instrumented hosts
(“Fuzzballs”) to a few target systems to assess latencies.
Since link bandwidths were quite low at that time, transmis-
sion delays played a much larger role than they do in the
modern Internet. Moreover, since the full physical configu-
ration of links was known and documented at this time, it
somewhat easier to dissect causes behind observed latencies.
Ten years after Mills’s study, Bolot studied both Internet
packet loss and latency, including queueing characteristics,
in the Internet, still before its commercialization and greater
decentralization [27].

Following commercialization of the Internet, it became
much harder to comprehensively characterizeany empirical
property of the Internet, including latency. The highly in-
fluential work of Paxson in the mid-late 90s used a set of
specially-deployed systems to carry out measurements of
packet loss and latency [2]. This work informed much of
the later work in this area, and the same systems deployed
as part of his work were used a few years later to assess the
constancy of certain Internet path properties such as loss, de-
lay, and throughput [3]. There are a number of efforts today

that take a similar approach of having specially-deployed
systems to collect an essentially continuous stream of mea-
surements such as latency, loss, and routing [5–7]. Besides
empirical measurement of Internet latencies, there have been
a variety of techniques developed toestimate latencies be-
tween arbitrary nodes in the Internet [4,9,28].

7. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
Latency is an increasingly important factor behind the per-
formance of many Internet protocols and services. In this
paper, we propose the use of Network Time Protocol (NTP)
server logs as an opportunistic source of accurate, Internet-
wide latency measurements. We develop a data filtering
technique designed to eliminate inaccurate latency samples
that leverages details of NTP message exchanges, and ex-
perimentally show that our filter effectively removes poor
data samples. We analyze latency characteristics of filtered
data derived from 10 US-based NTP server logs. Our results
show that about 99% of all latency samples from all US-
based clients to all 10 servers are below 100 milliseconds,
and that the client-base is quite large and highly geographi-
cally distributed.

In our ongoing work, we are refining our filtering algo-
rithm and are pursuing a more comprehensive analysis of
Internet latency characteristics by obtaining logs from ad-
ditional servers, and through examination of a longer time
scope with specific logs. We believe that using NTP as a
window into developing a broader and deeper understanding
of Internet latency is intrinsically valuable, and we intend
to pursue two specific additional avenues of research. First,
given that the client footprint of NTP servers is large and
well-distributed, we hypothesize that it is possible to choose
a set of NTP servers from whichall core links in the Internet
reside on some known physical path between a server and
a corresponding client. For example, we might consider a
constructive approach for identifying a set of NTP servers
that cancover all physical network paths represented in the
Internet Atlas database [29]. As a consequence, it may be
possible to completely characterize latencies intrinsic to the
physical links comprising the Internet. Second, we are also
interested in reevaluating aspects of delayconstancy [3] in
such a comprehensive setting, as well as evaluating routing
inefficiencies and delay inflation.
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